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What is ADVANTAGES Neo Program

ADVANTAGES Neo Program is designed to help 
English language learners succeed in an 
academic environment. Its comprehensive, online 
curriculum teaches general, school subject, and 
situational English skills that align to all US state 
standards. The Neo courses for 6th to 12th grade 
allow your English language learners (ELLs) to 
become fully integrated into your school’s 
academic curriculum. The Neo lessons focus on 
English for academic core subjects like math, 
science, history, and geography, as well as the 
everyday language of the classroom and the 
school environment. 

ADVANTAGES Neo Online Placement Test gets 
your students evaluated and placed in the English 
level that is right for their skills. This paves the way 
for efficient learning from the very beginning. 
Learners then study with The Neo Program online, 
which adjusts to each student’s learning needs, 
thanks to Neo’s integrated artificial intelligence 
(AI). 

The Neo Program provides a points-based 
goal-setting platform, progress reports, 
internationally-accepted English certificates, 
personalized class plans, and study sheets to 
support a comprehensive blended learning 
solution for our partner schools who want a whole 
classroom instructional environment. 

Why choose ADVANTAGES Neo Program?

Predictable Outcomes
The Neo Program understands how students learn 
a language—its brain-based approach allows 
learners to reach state-established standards 
effectively. This approach prepares them to learn 
core subjects taught in English with confidence.

Measurable Progress
ADVANTAGES Neo Program helps you establish 
clear and measurable English-language learning 
goals for all your students. Animated online 
displays of point and goal milestones allow 
learners to monitor their own progress, reinforcing 
successful learning behaviors with every 
completed lesson.

Neo Program Online Placement Test Platform
Easily assess your students’ current CEFR level
with ADVANTAGES Neo Program adaptive testing 
platform. You will be ready to evaluate your 
classes' eTest results in minutes.

Added Flexibility
Can be implemented in either an in-class or 
remote learning environment.

Build Academic Reading Skills
ADVANTAGES Neo Program builds important reading skills students need to succeed in middle school and 
high school courses. Your students learn key skills, such as reading for main ideas, skimming and scanning, 
understanding vocabulary in context, using context clues to decipher meaning, rapid word recognition, 
and decoding.
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Learn more, contact us at info@ADVANTAGES-dls.com.

Powerful Study Apps
Students can access the Neo Program lessons using 
either the school's computers or their own mobile 
devices safely and securely. The ADVANTAGES Neo 
Program integrated recordkeeping will seamlessly 
track progress from both devices so they continue 
to earn points whenever or wherever they study.

The Neo Program is compatible with many  
devices, including Chromebooks, PCs, tablets and 
smartphones.

Goal-Based Motivation and Certification
We believe that a motivated student is a successful student—this is why the ADVANTAGES Neo Program offers 
achievable, easy-to-follow paths to meet goals. This program also certifies your learners' progress with 
internationally-accepted level certificates that are aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference 
for Languages (CEFR).

Learners earn certificates based on study points, continuous assessment through unit Mastery Tests, and a CEFR 
Level Certification Test. Each certificate level takes learners approximately 3 to 4 months to complete, and 
certificates can be downloaded from the ADVANTAGES platform when students reach each milestone.

Goal-Based Motivation and Certification
The Neo Program aligns to WIDA, TELPAS, ELPAC, ELPA21, NYSESLAT and all US English language proficiency 
standards. Millions of primary and secondary school students from around the world have learned English with 
this award-winning content, now available online for learners age 11 and older. The Neo Program can help all 
English Language Learners achieve fluency, even those with no previous knowledge of the English language.

Teacher Tools for Partner Schools
With ADVANTAGES Neo Program, you can quickly access student usage and progress reports that pinpoint 
areas of difficulty, run grading reports, and analyze student or class performance at any time.

Student
Monitoring

Teachers and administrators
can view learner progress.

Backed by Over 30 Years 
of Success

The Neo Program provides a 
comprehensive

system with data from
25+ million students from

around the world.

Advanced
Technologies
AI and speech

recognition technology
work together for
powerful results.


